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Abstract
Logical statuses of mobile users, such as isBusy and isAlone, are the key enabler for a plethora
of context-aware mobile applications. While on-board hardware sensors (such as motion, proxim-
ity, and location sensors) have been extensively studied for logical status inference, continuous
usage typically requires formidable energy consumption, which degrades the user experience. In
this thesis, we argue that smartphone usage statistics can be used for logical status inference with
negligible energy cost. To validate this argument, we present a continuous inference engine that
(1) intercepts multiple operating system events, in particular foreground app, notifications, screen
states, and connected networks; (2) extracts informative features from OS events; and (3) effi-
ciently infers the logical status of mobile users. The proposed inference engine is implemented
for unmodified Android phones, and an evaluation on a four-week trial has shown promising accu-
racy in identifying four logical statuses of mobile users with over 87% accuracy while the average
energy impact on the battery life is less than 0.5%.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
Smartphones have been recognized as an ideal platform for context inference of mobile users.
In recent years, a significant amount of research has been presented on using smartphones, in
particular the on-board hardware sensors, to recognize logical statuses such as physical activi-
ties [10, 12, 25, 26], proximity [15], and mobility patterns [7, 19, 28]. Hardware-sensor based
logical status inference has several intrinsic disadvantages, however. First, hardware sensors tend
to be expensive in terms of energy consumption when used continuously. Recent study indicates
that after careful design of duty-cycling and sampling rate adaptation, the continuous usage of mo-
tion, proximity, and location sensors combined still consumes over 30% of the battery life [16],
which could significantly reduce the usability of smartphones. The effect is compounded when
multiple sensors are used simultaneously. Second, complex signal processing, such as MFCC, is
often required and incurs extra computational cost that affects the responsiveness of smartphone
applications. Third, and most importantly, many hardware sensors are not directly correlated to
logical statuses and so might cause classification errors. For example, a user that is logically alone
in a coffee shop could be easily misclassified as in a group if only ambient noise were considered.
An alternative approach is to leverage another source of contextual information — smartphone
usage statistics. The latest market research has suggested that the average amount of time people
spend on smartphones doubled between 2011 and 2013, from 98 to 195 minutes per day, and the
usage spans a large spectrum of applications at different times and locations [20]. Unlike hardware
sensors, phone usage information can be retrieved with negligible energy cost and can be processed
with little CPU overhead. Additionally, smartphone usage patterns are highly correlated to the
logical status of mobile users. For example, previous work has shown that when and where an
application is used can be an indicator of the mood of mobile users [14]. These unique advantages
motivate the following question: can we infer the logical status of mobile users, with negligible
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energy cost, by exploiting phone usage statistics, such as application usage, screen states, and
notification responses?
Despite the unique advantages of phone usage statistics, several challenges need to be tackled
before their full potential in inferring the logical status of mobile users can be reached. First, how
can we separate useful OS events from noise and extract informative features for the inference task?
Second, since the logical status of mobile users, such as isBusy and isHappy, are diversified
in nature, how can we efficiently classify different logical statuses using the same set of phone
usage statistics? Third, as the logical statuses are also subjective and hard to monitor, how can we
provide efficient learning algorithms that are robust against human labeling errors, and require as
few labels as possible?
This thesis addresses these challenges by presenting a continuous OS instrumenting and infer-
ence framework. It exploits four different types of OS events as virtual sensors, or data sources
for status inference. They are foreground app, app notifications, screen states, and connected
networks. Our framework extracts novel features from these virtual sensors and is capable of in-
ferring four logical statuses from these virtual sensors, namely isBusy, isAlone, isHappy,
and isStressed.
1.1 Thesis Contributions
In this thesis, we report the results of our work of using usage statistics for logical status inference.
Our approach has the following core contributions:
1. We systematically study usage statistics and propose three types of descriptive features that
are continuously available, even when not user interactions are present.
2. We further propose a generic learning framework that can infer the statuses of isBusy,
isAlone, isHappy, and isStressed of mobile users with accuracy consistently over
85%.
3. We design an online learning method that infers these statuses with an energy cost of less
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than 0.5% of total battery life when used continuously, which is a 90% reduction of energy
cost compared to hardware sensor-based approaches. Our results show that usage statis-
tics are indeed useful for inferring certain context elements with reasonable accuracy and
reliability, and can be used as “virtual sensors” in combination with hardware sensors.
1.2 Organization
The remainder of this thesis is organized as follows:
Chapter 2 provides the necessary background information about logical status inference, and
related work is discussed in Chapter 3. In Chapter 4, we propose to employ a set of new virtual
sensors (rather than traditional hardware ones) to infer a key set of psychological attributes about
the user. These attributes include whether or not a user is happy, busy, alone, and stressed. Next, in
Chapter 5, we present our proposed learning framework that is capable of extracting information
from each of the virtual sensors in order to isolate each psychological attribute about the user. In
Chapter 6, that framework is thoroughly evaluated with a human subject study in order to determine
how well our proposed logical status inference technique performs under real world conditions.
Finally, we conclude in Chapter 7.
3
Chapter 2
Background
We are interested in determining how to detect feelings or emotions of users. This problem is
interesting because it explores a significant connection between users and their devices that has
only recently begun to have been explored. Understanding the emotions of a user has a number of
practical applications, as well. For example, a music recommendation system (e.g. Pandora) could
adjust which songs are chosen based on the mood of the user, without requiring additional input.
Song choices could be used to either reinforce or change the mood of the user, depending on the
application. More formally, we are interested in sensing several logical statuses of the user, where
the statuses may include attributes such as isBusy, isStressed, or isHappy.
Logical status inference falls into the category of personal context inference, which has been
well studied in the past decade. [2, 5, 11, 13]. The most common approaches to solving problems
in this domain require the use of one or more hardware sensors embedded into the mobile device.
Four types of sensors are widely used for context inference: motion, proximity, location, and
vision.
The types of hardware sensors, as well as the details of their application, vary considerably.
For example, motion sensors, such as the accelerometer and the gyroscope, are commonly used
for activity recognition [3]. The goal of an activity recognition system is to determine what a user
is doing, physically. Examples include sitting, standing, walking, driver, or other similar actions.
Another example is determination of a user’s logical location, or a high level label, such as “home”
or “work”, that describes the location of the user. These labels can be inferred based on sensory
information from internal radios and temporal information (e.g. time of day or day of week) [27].
Hardware sensors can also be applied to the logical status inference problem. Vision-based
approaches [6, 9, 22], for example, have exploited cameras to capture facial expressions to infer
the logical status of participants. A downside of vision-based approaches is usability. Many vision-
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based systems require the user to wear some form of helmet with a camera mounted to it, which is
cumbersome, or can only be used when the user is sitting in front of a camera, which is limiting.
Although hardware sensors are very commonly used for performing logical status inference,
they are not without their drawbacks. As pointed out in [16], continuous usage of hardware sensors
could incur high energy consumption even with careful duty-cycling (such as in [25]) and other
energy-preserving schemes. Recent work studies how to optimize the usage of hardware sensors
for better energy efficiency, such as an association rule-based method [18], but the fundamental
issue has not yet been fully addressed.
As a response to these limitations, the eschewing of hardware sensors has recently become
more popular. Instead of collecting data using these sensors, modern approaches attempt to glean
useful information from the software components of the system instead. These approaches collect
information from the operating system of the user’s device and apply features derived from that
information to the problem of classifying a logical status of the user. Recent work has shown
information such as communication history and application usage can be used for effective mood
monitoring and prediction [14, 21].
Our approach builds on this technique by incorporating several novel software features and data
sources into a complete inference framework that is capable of accurately predicting four logical
statuses of mobile users with minimal power consumption.
5
Chapter 3
Related Work
We are inspired by previous work on context-aware sensing, mobile system instrumenting, and
context inference. In this section, we summarize salient related work and differentiate ours from
the literature.
3.1 Context Inference
Personal context inference using smartphone sensors has been well studied in the past decade [2, 5,
11, 13]. Four types of sensors are widely used for context inference: motion, proximity, location,
and vision. As pointed out in [16], continuous usage of hardware sensors could incur high energy
consumption even with careful duty-cycling (such as in [25]) and other energy-preserving schemes.
Recent work studies how to optimize the usage of hardware sensors for better energy efficiency,
such as an association rule-based method [18]. Our work provides a new family of inexpensive
sensors which can potentially be integrated with existing sensing frameworks to enable continuous
sensing with improved energy efficiency.
3.2 Logical Status Inference
The logical status of people has been studied by different communities in the last decade. Vision-
based approaches [6, 9, 22] exploit cameras to capture facial expressions to infer logical status.
Using smartphone usage information for logical status inference has emerged in the last couple
of years. Recent work has demonstrated that phone usage information, such as communication
history and application usage, can be used for effective mood monitoring and prediction [14, 21].
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3.3 Phone Usage Statistics
Personal information contained in phone usage statistics has attracted increased attention in the
last few years. Study of app usage has allowed reductions in launch time by learning from a user’s
usage patterns [23, 24]. Zhu, et al. [29] exploit device logs, such as user profiles and their spatial-
temporal features, for context-aware recommendations. Beach, et al. [4] proposed to integrate
mobile phone data with other data sources such as social data for complete context-aware mobile
systems. Our work systematically studies phone usage statistics from several OS events, with
insights on generically useful features from phone usage statistics. We also propose a generic
learning framework that can be used for various logical status inferences.
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Chapter 4
Usage Statistics
The latest mobile operating systems, such as Android, are capable of recording a rich set of usage
information. These sources may include system events, services, and system logs. We focus
on smartphones in this thesis, but the set of usage information sources is generically applicable
to other wearable devices, such as smart watches and glasses. Much of the usage information is
intuitively correlated to the logical statuses of mobile users. For example, using videoconferencing
apps suggests a busy state, while playing games suggests leisure. However, these usage statistics
are only available opportunistically and are often inaccurate. Our first task is to systematically
study these statistics to find those that have a strong and consistent correlation to the logical status
of mobile users.
Our study indicates that three types of usage statistics are especially interesting: application
usage, notifications and user responses, and connected networks. We choose these sources for two
reasons: 1) these statistics are universal across different mobile devices, containing consistently
available features, and 2) it is extremely energy-efficient to retrieve and process these statistics.
The rest of this section details our feature design (summarized in Table 4.1).
Virtual Sensors Features
Sessions Time between sessions, Session durations, Null sessions,
App Sessions, Trigger app, App categories,
Time spent in app, # Apps in session, TimeOfDay, DayOfWeek
Notifications Owner app, Arrival time, Inter-arrival time,
Inter-departure time, Response, Response ratio,
Sender, Arrival/Response latency
Connected Networks CellID, BSSID, Connected/Disconnected,
Enabled/Disabled, TimeOfDay, DayOfWeek
Table 4.1: Summary of the virtual sensors and features in our framework.
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4.1 Virtual Sensor 1: Application Usage
Application usage has previously been used for certain logical status inferences, such as mood [14,
21]. The key question is whether it is possible to extract a set of features from app usage patterns
that are both reliable and useful for different logical statuses. Previous work has shown that specific
apps, such as games and productivity apps, are informative [14]. However, these apps are not
always used, so therefore they are not reliable features. In our work, we investigate several features
that are more commonly available.
4.1.1 Session type
As previous work has demonstrated, consecutive apps used in a time window can be grouped into
“sessions” [24]. In our work, we extend this definition by separating the time domain into slices
based on transitions in the screen state. These screen-on and -off events separate consecutive
sessions and represent a natural grouping of actual mobile device usage, as shown in Figure 4.1.
Our observations indicate that no applications are used in 83% of sessions on average. Intuitively,
this makes sense in many real-world scenarios where either the device is dormant or when people
use their devices in a “quick mode”, checking widgets or the time without actually opening any
applications. Because of the apparent frequency of these types of sessions, we give them a special
name, Null Sessions. These are opposed to App Sessions, which refer to the remaining 17% of
sessions that do include application usage. Since a user is in either an App session or a Null
session, this feature is consistently available, irrespective of whether or not an app is currently
being used. We will show later that both App and Null sessions are useful for inferring a user’s
context.
4.1.2 Time between App sessions
Although the screen is usually off most of the time, the time between consecutive App sessions
is actually informative, as well as consistently available. Small time interval values indicate rapid
9
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Screen ON Screen OFF 
Fixed-width 
Window 
Session 
Figure 4.1: Comparison between sessions and fixed width time windows.
phone use, such as is common when responding to frequent communications via SMS or email.
Long values indicate dormancy, where the phone is not used for long periods of time. Such cir-
cumstances might include working or sleeping.
Within an App session, we further explore the following app usage features. When an app is
used, the following features are always available.
Trigger app and trigger type
Previous work has shown that the first application in an App session, or the trigger app, is an
important feature [24]. In addition, we observed that there are two ways in which an App session
can be started — either actively when mobile users wake the phone and use a few applications,
or passively when user attention to the phone is attracted by phone events such as an incoming
notification or call. Our study indicates that the usage patterns for active and passive sessions
are quite different for mobile users and might suggest different logical statuses. For example, we
observed that only 15% of the sessions are started passively, but a mobile user is at least 8% more
likely to be busy in a passive session than in an active one.
Session length
Session length is defined both in terms of time and the number of unique applications used in a
single session. Session length could also be related to logical statuses. As an intuition, shorter ses-
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sions might correspond to quick glances of the phone, signaling that the user is currently occupied
with some other task. Longer sessions may indicate that the user is more actively engaged and so
is less likely to be busy or with a group of people.
App category and time spent
Two more potentially useful features are the current app category and the amount of time spent in
that application. These two pieces of information can be combined to assist in choosing a correct
logical status. For example, short bursts of time spent with productivity apps could indicate that
the user is working or could be stressed, while long periods of time spent in a game could indicate
that he or she is alone.
4.2 Virtual Sensor 2: Application Notifications
Another set of usage statistics is how users interact with their mobile devices. One of the most
common means of user interaction is through notifications, although other user interaction methods
are emerging, such as voice and gaze control. We focus on notifications in this study but our work
could easily be extended to other control methods. Although notifications are heavily used in many
mobile applications for effective user interactions, they are not available all the time. Therefore,
we still need to design features that are always available. We explore the following three categories
of features related to app notifications.
4.2.1 Response time and latency
The time at which a notification arrives and when it departs are relevant with regards to logical
status inference. Using this data, the time taken by the user to process the notification can easily be
calculated. If this value is very low, it is likely that either the notification itself was important (such
as the receipt of an important email) or the user was unoccupied when the notification arrived.
Larger values would imply the converse. The total response time can be further partitioned into
two pieces based on the time at which the user is made aware of the notification arrival, or the
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“awareness point”. The Arrival Latency is defined as the time between the notification arrival and
the awareness point, and the Response Latency includes the remaining time, from the awareness
point to the notification departure. Figure 4.2 shows this relationship graphically.
Intuitively, arrival latency corresponds to the responsiveness of mobile users to all notifications,
irrespective of meta-information, such as the notifying app, while response latency corresponds
to the responsiveness of mobile users to individual notifications, given the meta information is
known. Short arrival latency implies that the user did recognize the effort made by the device
to get her attention. A readiness to look at her device could be interpreted as a sign that she is
not preoccupied. If, however, the user is in a meeting, she might consciously ignore the alarm in
order to maintain concentration, giving larger arrival latency. Response latency, conversely, might
be more helpful for refining predictions. For example, response latency could also be thought of
as an effective response time. Replacing total response time with effective response time could
be potentially useful to reduce noise, since the time before the user was aware of the notification
arrival is discarded.
Notification 
Arrival time Awareness point
Notification 
Departure time
Arrival Latency Response Latency
Responsiveness 
to all notifications
Responsiveness 
to individual notifications
Time
Figure 4.2: The relationship between arrival and response latency.
4.2.2 Notification response
When users respond to a notification, generally there are two options. They can either click on
the notification (usually opening the notifying application), or dismiss it by swiping it out (In iOS,
the actual swiping action is a little different than in Android, but achieves the same goal). It is
practically non-trivial to distinguish between the two base cases. However, such distinction has to
be made by the client by monitoring the current foreground application (as mentioned previously).
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If the next foreground application after a notification dismissal is owned by the same application,
it can be assumed that the user clicked on the notification rather than dismissing it. Using this
method, it is feasible to record user responses (either a click or a swipe) to all app notifications.
The raw swipe and click counts can be used as features, or the ratio between the two could also be
used.
4.2.3 Meta information
Certain other properties of notifications could also be useful for logical status inference. For mes-
saging notifications, the sender is one example. Several notifications from work colleagues might
imply that the user is at work. A social situation could be detected if the user is communicating
mostly with friends instead. Another example is the number of visible notifications. Intuitively, if
several notifications accumulate, the user is more likely to be occupied.
4.3 Virtual Sensor 3: Connected Network Information
Another modality of usage statistics is the user location. Instead of energy-intensive methods, such
as GPS and WiFi scanning, we use connected wireless network information, such as the BSSID
of WiFi access points or cellular tower IDs, as an indicator of the location of mobile users. Note
that both pieces of information are provided by the OS and do not require active network scanning,
which therefore incurs almost zero energy cost. We also record changes in network status, allowing
us to know when a user has physically moved from one location to another. Note that when a device
is not connected to any wireless network, it is also in a valid state and therefore connected network
information is always available.
By combining the connected network information and time of day, we can further calculate the
“logical location” of the user, whose values include home, work, other, and null. At a high
level, home is where the user is most likely to be in the middle of the night (for an average user),
and work is where the user is likely to be during a weekday. The other state typically refers to
an unknown or uncommon location, while null signifies no absolute location knowledge at all,
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which would occur if there were no WiFi access points or cellular network information available.
By observing which networks the user is connected to during these time periods, these labels can
be created in an unsupervised manner.
In addition, the radio states can themselves be put to use. For each radio on the device (e.g.
cellular, WiFi, Bluetooth), there exists an enabled state and a connected state. Usually the radio
itself can be enabled or disabled by the user, and if the radio is enabled, it can either be connected
or disconnected to a network or other device. These states can provide valuable insight into the
context of the user, which could further assist in logical status predictions.
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Chapter 5
Learning Framework
With a set of features that are consistently available, the next question is how useful are they in
inferring the logical statuses of mobile users? In order to answer that question, we performed a user
study (explained in more detail later) in which we asked our mobile users about their perceived
logical status during their day to day routines. This data was used for training an individual,
personalized machine learning model to predict a user’s logical status, given current information
about how he uses his mobile device.
In order to facilitate this process, we propose a virtual sensing and inference framework that
addresses the following two core challenges: 1) how can we preprocess the raw features from
continuous data streams and line them up with potentially noisy training labels collected from
users? 2) how can we design a generic and online learning approach for logical status inference
with low computational and energy cost?
5.1 Architecture
Figure 5.1 shows the architecture of the proposed framework. At a high level, the framework
consists of two components, a Virtual Sensing Tier, and an Inference Tier. The Virtual Sensing Tier
is based on a highly modified version of the Funf Open Sensing Framework [1]. It hosts each of the
OS events, including notifications, screen states, and network states, as virtual sensors and obtains
the information from each of them. It also obtains foreground applications through active polling
with an interval of 10 seconds. The Inference Tier is responsible for taking sensor information
provided by the Virtual Sensing Tier and transforming it so that it may be used for classification
of a user’s personal logical status. This includes several preprocessing steps, including feature
discretization, label filtering, and feature selection. We have already discussed the Virtual Sensing
Tier, so in this section, we will focus on the Inference Tier.
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App 
Notifications
Screen 
States
Connected 
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Operating System
Virtual Sensing Tier
Inference Tier
Feature Extraction Pre-processing Classification
Figure 5.1: System architecture of the proposed inference framework.
5.2 Preprocessing of virtual sensing data
Sensing data from different virtual sensors is typically heterogeneous and does not line up well
temporally. Therefore, our first task is to discretize the sensing data into time frames to smooth
the transient noise and also allow us to use machine learning algorithms that can handle discrete
features. In addition, the training samples from participants can be noisy (from missing values,
mis-operation, etc.). Our second task is to filter the training labels and remove those human errors.
5.2.1 Feature Discretization
There are (at least) two logical separations of continuous mobile user data: sessions and moving
windows. Sessions are intrinsically coupled to the screen state, while time windows do not have
this restriction. Our empirical study indicated that a frame width of 30 seconds provided the best
results and so is adopted in our system when time frames are used.
Regardless of the chosen separation grouping, all data collected within that grouping can then
be aggregated appropriately and used as a single instance of the problem space. For example, the
number of unique applications within a given frame can be simply counted, and the most common
state within the given time period is recorded for categorical values. Other types of statistical
16
aggregation (e.g. min, max, average, etc.) are used where relevant.
5.2.2 Label Filtering
Since our training labels originated from people, noise is to be expected. To counteract this, we
adopt a filtering approach. Given enough data, the noise can be isolated and removed since it does
not follow the patterns that are apparent in that data. To achieve this, we trained an empirical
classifier (in our case, a pruned decision tree) using the human labels. We created a second set
of labels by asking the classifier to make a prediction for each training instance. Both sets of
labels are then given associated confidence values. Our confidence in the human labels is assumed
to decrease over time, while our confidence in the classifier’s labels is given directly. We then
compare the two labels for each instance, the one originating from the user and the one from the
empirical classifier, and we choose the filtered label to be the one in which we have the most
confidence, as shown in Figure 5.2. In that diagram, the blue label is chosen for the first, third,
and fifth time segments, while the red label is chosen for the second and fourth segments.
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Figure 5.2: A visual description of our label filtering approach.
The pseudocode for this process is shown in Algorithm 1. The input includes the user label
and confidence functions l1(t) and c1(t), classifier label and confidence functions l2(t) and c2(t),
and two auxiliary parameters: T and w. T is a threshold value that separates “high” confidence
from “low”, and was set to 0.5 for our experiments. The value w is the weight of the confidence
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Algorithm 1 Pre-process(l1, l2, c1, c2, w, T )
1: Define L(t) to be a new label function
2:
3: for each row i in l1 do
4: if l1(i) = l2(i) then
5: L(i)← l1(i)
6: else
7: if c1(i) ≥ T and c2(i) ≥ T then
8: L(i)← max(w ∗ c1(i), (1− w) ∗ c2(i))
9: else if c1(i) ≥ T and c2(i) < T then
10: L(i)← l1(t)
11: else if c1(i) < T and c2(i) ≥ T then
12: L(i)← l2(i)
13: else
14: Disgard i
15: end if
16: end if
17: end for
18:
19: Return L
values from each source, either subject or classifier. When w approaches 0, the classifier’s label
is favored, and when w approaches 1, the human subject’s label is favored. We set w to 0.5 in
our experiments. This method returns a new label function which, if l2(t) and c2(t) are chosen
appropriately, should contain less user labeling error than the original label function, l1(t). When
confidence values from both c1 and c2 are lower than T , the training instance is clearly ambiguous
and so should be removed from the training set completely. When a single confidence value is
high, we choose the associated label without further consideration. When both confidence values
are above the threshold, we take the maximum approach described earlier.
5.3 Logical Status Inference
Once the pre-processing stage is complete, the processed data can be used to infer the logical status
of the user. There are two steps involved with this: feature selection and classification. Each is
described in more detail below.
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5.3.1 Automated Feature Selection
When training the framework for a specific logical status, the optimal feature subset for that status
is unknown, so all possible features must be included. Before predictions can be made, however,
feature selection algorithms, such as PCA-based approaches, can be used to reduce the feature
space to include only the most salient subset for that status. As the framework can be used to
calculate many logical statuses simultaneously and each status will have its own optimal feature
subset, the framework must calculate only those features that fall within the union of the optimal
feature subsets for all of the logical statuses that are currently active. In other words, if a feature is
not used by any of the logical status models, it will not be calculated, saving both time and energy.
5.3.2 Classification
The actual inference of a logical status is performed by using a machine learning classifier. Several
such learning algorithms were tested empirically by performing ten-fold cross-validation on our
collected training data offline using the Weka machine learning toolkit [8]. These included several
non-sequential methods: ensemble methods such as Random Forests, K-NN, J48 Decision Trees,
and Support Vector Machines (SVM), as well as Hidden Markov Models, a sequential classifier. Of
the various options considered, the J48 Decision Tree provided the best balance between evaluation
speed and predictive accuracy and so was used for all future experimental results.
5.3.3 Online Learning
As feature extraction and learning algorithms such as those previously mentioned are often com-
putationally expensive, it is common to offload the work to a remote server in practice. This does
introduce additional latency and privacy concerns, though. If special care is taken, learning can
instead be performed online on the device itself with an acceptable amount of overhead. Online
learning is desirable because logical status changes can occur frequently, even over the course of a
single day, and the models are highly user-specific.
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Online learning is possible because two criteria are met. First, the features that are extracted re-
quire little computation. The features presented here were chosen specifically because they do not
require complex calculations (e.g. FFT or MFCC for microphone data). This reduces the amount
of work that must be done per instance. Second, the learning model is only updated occasionally.
This significantly reduces the computational workload, at the expense of an additional time delay
that can be adjusted to suit the needs of the developer. For many applications, the model need
only be updated a few times per day until enough data has been collected that accurate predic-
tions can be made. In these circumstances, the model can be trained online incrementally without
significantly affecting either responsiveness or the battery life of the device.
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Chapter 6
System Prototyping and Evaluation
In this section, we detail the prototype of the proposed system and subject it to performance eval-
uation to reinforce our initial claims. We first evaluate several critical usage features individually
as micro-benchmarks and then evaluate the inference performance of our framework as a whole.
Finally, we provide an energy analysis that demonstrates the potential power savings.
6.1 Training Data Collection
We implemented our framework on the Android platform, as it allows us to record OS information
without rooting the device. We wrote a custom application to collect raw usage data from the
virtual sensors on the device as well as training labels from users. To make the labeling process
less obtrusive, the app issues custom notifications that allow the user to log when their logical status
has changed, shown in Figure 6.1. Those statuses with more than two options were thresholded
before processing so all statuses are binary. Also, to minimize the invasiveness of the notifications,
a notification is only shown when it is likely to be pertinent. It should be noted that we can only
record a participant’s perceived logical status using this method. Understanding if one is truly
happy, for example, is beyond the scope of this work.
6.2 Human Subject Study Setting
Our evaluation is based on a trial study of nine participants over four weeks.1 All participants
are college students and staff, with one female and eight males, primarily drawn from the Com-
puter Science department at our university. Despite the small scale, we collected over 65,000 OS
events and over 2,500 human labels to identify four logical statuses. We aim only to show that
1Our study is approved and monitored by the IRB board of the University of Arkansas under protocol #13-09-068.
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Figure 6.1: Application UI. Left: Notification-only UI for collecting training data. Right: Mood
data visualization.
our method is feasible; a larger scale examination would be necessary to demonstrate unbiased
accuracy claims.
6.3 Analysis of Selected Features
We now present the results of our study regarding several critical features as a micro-benchmark
of the inference framework.
6.3.1 Impact of sessions
Figure 6.2 depicts the CDF of the distribution of the amount of time between sessions. Interest-
ingly, we found that 90% of the time, two consecutive sessions were within five minutes of each
other. We also found that an individual user engages in an average of 38 such sessions daily.
These numbers suggest high smartphone usage, giving credence to our claim that such session
information might be useful for determining a user’s logical status.
We studied two types of sessions — App sessions and Null sessions, as well as their correlation
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Figure 6.2: CDF of time between sessions.
to a user’s logical status. We discovered that 83% of all sessions are Null, which indicates that only
using features from App sessions will overlook the majority of the usage information. Figure 6.3
shows the CDF of the distribution of the durations for App sessions and Null sessions, respectively.
From this figure, we can conclude that the average duration of App sessions is much higher than
that of Null sessions, which matches the intuition that Null sessions generally correspond to instan-
taneous usages. Because the two are aligned with two distinct user states, both could be helpful
for classifying different logical statuses.
In Figure 6.4, we further examine the correlation between logical status and the Null sessions.
As the average percentage of Null sessions is 83% across all cases, it is particularly higher when
users are busy (89%). This observation indicates that Null sessions have a tight correlation to the
busy state of users. We then examined the correlation between logical status and percentage of
Null sessions. We found that 62% of Null sessions were labeled as not busy, 76% as alone, 76%
as happy, and 78% as not stressed. This observation indicates that Null sessions are correlated to
these logical states and should be integrated into the framework.
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Figure 6.3: CDF of durations of Null and App sessions.
6.3.2 Impact of app notifications
We also analyzed the relationship between the arrival latency of a notification and the user’s re-
sponse, as shown in Figure 6.5. The x-axis represents the arrival latency in seconds, and the y-axis
represents the ratio between the number of clicks and the number of swipes for those notifications
less than x. A C/S ratio of 1.0 implies there is no preference between clicks and swipes. Because
all of these values are greater than 1.0, our users were generally more likely to click a notification
than to swipe it away, regardless of the arrival latency. Another interesting observation is that the
C/S ratio decreases monotonically and exponentially with arrival latency. When the arrival latency
is very short, 2.5 seconds or less, the user is three times more likely to click a notification than to
swipe it. Compare this to large arrival latencies, where a C/S of 1.18 implies that it is much more
difficult to predict the response of a given notification than it was when the arrival latency was
small.
Figure 6.6 shows the complementary cumulative density functions (CCDF) of the inter-arrival
and inter-departure time of app notifications. Note that the y-axis is in log scale. Several inter-
esting details can be seen from this graph. 1) Both CCDF graphs follow a “long tail” or “Pareto”
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Figure 6.4: Percentage of Null sessions and their correlation to logical status.
distribution, as indicated by the log regression, which is shown in the red dotted lines in the graph.
2) The departure rate is roughly 3x the arrival rate, which implies that on average, three notifica-
tions will accumulate before they are processed by the user. This observation is useful, since if the
user is busy or in a group, they are less likely to respond immediately to an incoming notification
and more likely to let them accumulate so they may all be processed at once. 3) About 95% of
departures occur within five seconds, a fact that clearly demonstrates that the notification service
rate could be related to the logical status of the user, particularly isBusy.
6.4 Performance of Label Filtering
To evaluate the usefulness of the label filtering pre-processing step, we measured the system per-
formance on two users with and without the filtering. The results, summarized in table 6.1 were
interesting. Pre-processing potentially allows for vastly improved results, but only under the con-
dition that enough training data is available. When little such data is available (see user 2 in the
table), the classifier used to create the additional labels has very little upon which to generalize.
This causes predictive accuracy to worsen considerably when confidence is not high in the original
label (which happens if labeling occurs infrequently), as several correct labels will be modified
instead of the noisy ones. When enough training data is available that the classifier can effectively
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Figure 6.5: Correlation between arrival latency and response ratio of notifications.
generalize, the noise can be isolated and corrected, and the performance gains can be tremendous.
In future work, we will continue to analyze this phenomena to more precisely determine where the
threshold between worse results and better ones truly lies. We will also test the process with more
users and more training data.
Table 6.1: Predictive accuracy with and without pre-processing.
User No Pre-processing Pre-processing # Labeled Frames
user1 84% 96% 2922
user2 79% 64% 682
6.5 Performance of Inference Framework
To evaluate the performance of the system as a whole, we applied ten-fold cross-validation to our
training data using a J48 decision tree. In this experiment, all ground truth comes directly from
labels provided by users. The results are summarized in Figure 6.7. For each logical status, there
are four bars, corresponding to the three types of sessions and fixed width time frames. The lines
above and below the tops of the bars represent one standard deviation. Each bar is divided into
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Figure 6.6: Inter-arrival and inter-departure time of app notifications. Log-normal CCDF (blue),
and log-regression (red).
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two segments. The lower segment represents baseline accuracy (a classifier that always predicts
the majority class), while the upper segment represents the accuracy with our method.
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Figure 6.7: Predictive accuracy of each logical status using different sessions and fixed-width time
frames.
Several interesting observations can be made from this chart. 1) Our method measurably out-
performs the baseline approach. In all but one case, our method improves the accuracy around
10%. The only exception is the isStressed with using App sessions only, in which our model
is degraded to the baseline. 2) Information derived from the Null sessions is typically more useful
than that derived from the App sessions, showing a 3% to 10% increase in classification accuracy.
This connection makes sense as the majority of sessions are, in fact, Null. 3) Including both the
Null and the App sessions typically results in slightly worse accuracy than using the Null sessions
alone. This tells us that the App session information can at times could be detrimental instead of
beneficial to the predictive accuracy. It confirms that app usage alone is a versatile feature that is
not available most of the time. In contrast, features that are always available are more useful for
the status inference. 4) The usage of fixed width frames typically performs better than any of the
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Table 6.2: Energy consumption of different sensing approaches.
Sensing Type Power (mW) Battery Life (hrs)
GPS Outdoor 623 7.1
Microphone 329 13.6
Accelerometer 96 45.9
Virtual Sensors 27 169.7
All Off 26 170.4
session-based approaches, due to discretization and improved alignment with training labels.
6.6 Evaluation of Energy Efficiency
We ran our online framework on two unmodified Android devices while the screen was turned off
in order to remove power contributions from the screen. Empirical results showed that our frame-
work consumed just 1 mW of power, which corresponds to just 0.5% of the device’s maximum
battery life. This percentage was even less when the screen was on as the screen required much
more power, so this can be interpreted as a “worst-case” measurement. Table 6.2 compares this
value to results from previous works [17]. As can be seen, using virtual sensors instead of hardware
ones results in an average improvement of over 90%, a drastic difference. The energy cost is 1-2
orders of magnitude less expensive than traditional hardware sensors, such as the accelerometer
(96 mW) and the GPS (623 mW). Such minimal power usage would effectively allow our frame-
work to be run continuously without seriously degrading the UI experience or drastically affecting
the battery life of the wearable device.
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Chapter 7
Conclusion
In this thesis, we presented a logical status inference framework for mobile devices that exploits
phone usage statistics with negligible energy cost and computational overhead. We investigated
various useful features that can be extracted from the phone usage statistics and presented a generic
learning framework to infer the logical status of mobile users. Our experimental results further
demonstrated that phone usage statistics can be used to classify four types of logical statuses,
namely isBusy, isAlone, isHappy, and isStressed with high accuracy and negligible
energy cost. Several potential improvements could be done in the future, such as larger scale
experiments and more logical statuses. Other opportunities are also worth exploring, such as inte-
grating hardware sensors into the framework and using the usage statistics as feedback to optimize
the performance of mobile systems.
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